
July 18, 2019 

Members of the Association  

 
Reference : Stay granted on Constitutional Petition filed in Sindh High Court against SESSI's 

Demand of paying contribution on variable wages instead of Minimum Wage 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Members are informed that Constitutional Petitions have been filed in the Sindh High Court for 
challenging the demand of Social Security Contribution on variable rates in case of employees falling 
within the range of minimum wage and upper wage limit. The division bench of the Sindh High Court 
comprising of Mr. Justice Muhammad Shafi Siddiqui and Mr. Justice Mahmood A. Khan, has issued 
orders, restraining the Social Security Institution from taking coercive action against the petitioners 
while directing the petitioners to deposit the difference of contribution with the Nazir of the High 
Court of Sindh. 
 
Companies which have filed the Constitutional Petition are advised to prepare the month wise 
statement of the differential amount and deposit the same with the Nazir of the High Court of Sindh 
within one week and continue to deposit the same on monthly basis till further orders. 
 
? True method for calculating the differential amount is that suppose there are 100 employees for 
which contribution is to paid the contribution to SESSI shall be paid at the minimum wage basis. 
 
? If there are employees drawing minimum wage then there is no dispute but if there are 10 
employees drawing 20,000 then the difference of minimum wage contribution and payable at 2,000 as 
demanded by SESSI be deposited in court. 
 
? Secondly there is no need to deposit the amount demanded through notices. And deposit shall 
be only prospective and not retrospective. For filing a case there is no need for a SESSI notice. 
 
Furthermore, the companies which have not yet filed the petition are advised to join the petitioners to 
avail the above relief. 
 
We will keep you updated for any further development. 
 
 
With warm regards 
 
M.Muzzammil Husain 
Secretary General 
 


